
Accelerate & simplify Your SAP 
S/4HANA Migration  with Panaya's 
AI-Powered RAPIDFLOw Kit



Panaya's AI-Based RapidFlow Kit is designed to accelerate SAP S/4HANA projects for system 
integrators. Leveraging artificial intelligence and automation, the kit provides system integrators with 
the tools and capabilities to overcome common challenges, streamline project estimations, deliver 
innovation, and mitigate risks associated with SAP S/4HANA implementations. 

Common Challenges IN sap s/4hana MIGRATION PROJECTS
Differentiate comparing to other

Create project pre-estimations based on existing system with 
low visibility to the customers’ system

Customers push for lower prices – seek to save time and effort 

Accountability for production issues – need to de-risk the 
project by having detailed project with activities to run

Maximize Margins via requires maximizing the existing resources 
– and using automation to reduce manual work 

Accelerate SAP S/4HANA MIGRATION Projects

Automatic Code Corrections: 
Save up to 98% of your code 
remediation efforts

Project Simplification: Save 
time, money and efforts using 
Generative AI to simplify SAP 
simplification items

Smart Testing: Streamline your 
testing and reduce test efforts by 
up to 85%

RapidFlow Kit



Fully align to SAP code best practices

Automatic Code Corrections
Main benefits

Eliminate
 Risk

When adapting your custom components for S/4HANA, Panaya provides precise information about 
the code that requires fixing and the actual fixes needed for SAP S/4HANA compatibility. It manages 
these corrections within a SaaS platform, where you can track the progress of development and testing. 
Panaya automatically generates tailored fixes for your ERP landscape, making it incredibly easy for you 
to deploy them with minimal effort.

Reduce Your Code 
Remediation Efforts by 

up to 98% 

Gain Real-Time 
Visibility

48H
Save man-hours by 
auto-deploying 
code fixes

Save thousands of man-
hours on analyzing, scoping, 
and correcting both tedious 

and extremely complex 
code issues.

Avoid human errors with 
Panaya’s high-quality 

corrections, fully aligned 
to SAP best practices.

Control your corrections 
and related testing progress 
with one SaaS collaborative 

platform. Proactively manage 
your project and eliminate 

bottlenecks.



How Does It Work?
Customer's 

SAP metadata 
is uploaded to 

Panaya

Panaya's 
AI engine 

analyzes the 
metadata

Auto corrections 
generated within 

48 hours

Submission of the 
code corrections 

to DEV system

Importing easily 
the corrections 

to QA system 
for testing

Auto sync progress to Panaya

Manual Fixes

Automatic Fixes

Cleansing Fixes

SAP DEVMetadata SAP QA



Save time, money and efforts 
using Generative AI to simplify SAP 
simplification items Catalog

PANAYA Simplifier

Project Simplification
Panaya’s Generative AI makes SAP tools, such as SAP Readiness Check and ATC, easier to navigate, 
offering full visibility on actual notes’ content, with an actionable summary for technically cumbersome 
documentation such as SAP Simplification Items. This is designed to make the process of identifying and 
acting on these items easier and more efficient. 
By consolidating and simplifying the tools utilized from evaluation to implementation, users can save 
precious time, reduce costs, and minimize effort.

Panaya Simplification Tools
Save time, money and efforts using Generative AI to simplify SAP simplification items

Review and implement the 
relevant SAP Related Notes 

suggested by Panaya to 
proactively solve SAP bugs, 

known issues and legal 
changes and to ensure zero 

defects go-live

Receive actionable 
summary of relevant SAP 
Simplification Items using 

Gen-AI within Panaya 
Simplifier

Easily navigate through 
relevant Simplification 

Items including full visibility 
on the notes’ content 

Navigate through relevant 
simplification items with full visibility on actual 
notes’ content – with actionable summary!



SMART TESTIng
The AI-powered collaborative testing platform combines cross-functional business process testing with 
smart change analysis. Using Panaya testing, time and resources are reduced by up to 85%.
For both technical and non-technical users, the kit provides No-Code Test Automation to further 
accelerate testing processes and save on resources, providing auto-healing, dynamic script editing, 
scheduling, and insightful transfer of manual existing scripts to automation.

Ready-to-use Components
Best practice scripts, function libraries, & reusable steps for specific applications 
(Salesforce, Workday, S/4 HANA Public Cloud, SAP SuccessFactors…) 

One Click to Automation
Easy Conversion of existing manual tests to automated tests with smart insights.

Smart Recorder & Player 
No-code user-friendly test script creation for non-coders.

Panaya’s Lc/Nc Test Automation

Smart Visual Script Builder 
Drag & drop of pre-recorded components to create complex automated testing scripts 
across applications.

Business Processes Risk & Coverage 
Support of BPML (business process mining language) format to import business process 
outlines from BP mining tools.

Change
Impact 

Analysis

Test
management

No-code 
automation

1 NATIVE platform 
for all your testing needs

CHANGE IMPACT ANALYSIS SMART TEST MANAGEMENT



Empowering System Integrators for Success
By enabling better visibility, simplifying processes, and automating tasks, Panaya's AI-Based 
RapidFlow Kit is helping System Integrators and organizations worldwide to successfully complete 
more projects, and maximize resources while reducing risk and business disruption.

Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application 
change and continuously deliver innovation with its 
Change Intelligence Platform. Panaya provides cloud-
based application delivery and testing solutions 
that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. 
Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity 
and uncompromising quality, the company delivers an 
optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of 
the application lifecycle. Since 2006, 3,000 companies 
in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, 
have turned to Panaya for rapid, quality change in their 
enterprise applications. 

BOOK A DEMO


